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comparative in vitro study of the growth-
suppressive effect of an extract of the
lycopodium plant (Lyc. officinale) on

lymphocytic leukemia L 1210 and
transplantable solid malignant tumour L

5178 was made. As to the latter,
inhibition of tumour growth was observed

even at high dosage of the extract.
Chemotherapy of mice transplanted with
solid tumour L 5178 with an extract of the

plant is attended by more complete
regression of the tumour, more prolonged
survival of the mice, but their resistance
to a cytostatic drugs is less pronounced

than in untreated animals. It is suggested
that the extract of lycopodium can be

used in hypertherapy of various cancer
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and install portaudio modules, also run
portaudio tools projectname = "pandas"

PORTAUDIODIR = "../../src/unix"
PORTAUDIO_BIN = "$(PREFIX)/bin" all:

portaudio portaudio:
portaudio/binaurals.o \

portaudio/binaurals_float.o \
portaudio/binaurals_flt.o \
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portaudio/binaurals_flt.o \
portaudio/binaurals_flt.o \

portaudio/binaurals.o \
portaudio/binaurals_float.o \
portaudio/binaurals_flt.o \

portaudio/binaurals.o \ portaudio/min.o
@./makeall.sh -m64 install: portaudio
@cp../../src/unix/*.o $PORTAUDIO_BIN

@cp../../src/unix/lib.o
$PORTAUDIO_BIN/libportaudio.a

@cp../../src/unix/lib.a $PORTAUDIO_BIN
@cp../../src/unix/lib.so $PORTAUDIO_BIN

@cp../../src/unix/lib.so
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links.Preoperative chemoradiotherapy

and laparoscopic surgery with staging for
locally advanced gastric carcinoma: early
results. We analyzed the clinical efficacy

and safety of preoperative
chemoradiotherapy (CRT) with

laparoscopic surgery (LS) for patients
with locally advanced gastric cancer
(LAGC). We performed a prospective
study of 87 patients with LAGC who
underwent preoperative CRT with LS

between April 2003 and October 2007. All
patients underwent laparoscopic surgery
with lymph node dissection. The clinical

response to preoperative CRT was
determined, and the data were analyzed
according to the Japanese Classification
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of Esophagogastric Carcinoma system.
The 5-year survival rate was 51.6%.

Complete response (CR) was achieved in
25 patients (28.7%), partial response (PR)
in 40 patients (46.0%), and no response
(NR) in 22 patients (25.3%). The overall
local control rate was 91.3%. The 5-year
survival rate was significantly higher in
patients with CR (66.7% vs. 39.1%), PR
(57.3% vs. 23.0%), and NR (32.3% vs.

10.7%). The overall complication rate was
29.4%, with no significant difference

between the surgery-alone group and the
CRT group (24.1% vs. 34.5%; p = 0.16),
which was mainly restricted to the CRT

group. No perioperative death was
observed. Preoperative CRT is expected

to be a safe and effective treatment
modality for patients with LAGC. The

combination of preoperative CRT with LS
might be a new standard treatment for
LAGC.Ghrelin is a GH-releasing peptide

originally identified in rat stomach. After
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its discovery, ghrelin has been confirmed
to exist in stomach, hypothalamus and

pancreas, and to play an important role in
the regulation of feeding behavior and

energy metabolism (Saleh et al. (1997),
Nature, 386:179-182). It is well known
that ghrelin reduces food intake. For
example, ghrelin suppresses feeding

behavior and alters the pattern of food
intake in a dose-dependent manner

(Harada et al. (1999), Nature,
402:659-663). Ghrelin reduces
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